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Abstract 
Deep packet inspection has become extremely important due to network security. In deep packet inspection, the 
packet payload is compared against a set of patterns specified as regular expressions. Regular expressions are often 
implemented as deterministic finite automaton (DFA) for matching in linear time at high network link rates.  
We proposed a predict DFA which can accelerate the processing speed of DFA. A predict DFA uses additional 
information to predict several next transitions. We tested our proposal on Layer7 rule-set and validated it on real 
traffic traces, experiments show that our approach offers a significant performance improvement by accelerate rate 
factors from 1.6 to 2.8 over original DFA. 
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1. Introduction 
Packet content scanning is crucial to network security and network monitoring applications. In these 
applications, the payload of packets in a traffic stream is matched against a given set of patterns to 
identify specific classes of applications, viruses, protocol definitions, etc. 
Due to expressive power, simplicity, flexibility, regular expressions are replacing explicit string 
patterns in deep packet inspection. Most popular software tools—including Snort[1] and Bro[2]—and 
networking devices—including the Cisco family of Security Appliances[3] and the Citric Application 
Firewall[4]— use regular expressions as their pattern language. 
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Finite automatons are typically employed to implement regular expressions. There are two types of 
finite automation: Non-deterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) and Deterministic Finite Automaton 
(DFA). Unlike NFA, DFA has a predictable memory bandwidth requirement, processing an input string 
involves one DFA state traversal per character. Consequently, DFA is a preferred method at high network 
link rates. But DFA corresponding to large sets of complicate regular expressions requires prohibitively 
amount memory. 
When DFA cannot satisfy the matching speed, a stride-k DFA is considered [5]. A stride-k DFA 
consumes k characters per state transition rather than just one, thus yielding a k-fold performance increase. 
The basic problem in building a DFA of stride k, or k-DFA, lies in the memory requirement. In fact, given 
a DFA defined on an alphabet Σ, the non-compressed k-DFA will have |Σ|k outgoing transitions per state. 
In this paper we propose a predict DFA, a solution accelerating the processing speed of DFA. When 
constructing a predict DFA, some additional information is added to DFA. Comparing with k-DFA, a 
predict DFA nearly equal DFA for size, and can process more than one character at the same time. 
2. Related work 
To cope with the prohibitively amount memory of DFA, Several algorithmic techniques have been 
proposed. 
Yu et al [6] proposed segregating rules into multiple groups and evaluating the corresponding DFAs 
concurrently. Yu’s solution decreases memory space requirements but increases memory bandwidth 
linearly with the number of active DFAs. 
D2FA [7] exploit the redundancy present in the transitions between states and save 90% space. D2FA 
leads to a trade-off between the size of DFA representation and the memory bandwidth required to 
traverse it. Following D2FA, CD2FA [8] was proposed by using recursive content labels to reduce the 
diameter bounds of D2FA to 2 with one 64-bit wide memory access. In [9], Becchi limited the bound of 
the number of default paths in D2FA, and improve the worst case of D2FA.  
Hybrid FA [10] combines the benefits of DFA and NFA. Any nodes that would contribute to state 
explosion retain an NFA encoding, while the rest are transformed into DFA nodes. Hybrid FA gets size 
nearly as same as an NFA and small memory bandwidth of a DFA. 
In [11], XFA was proposed to use finite automata plus sketch memory to solve the problem. The 
auxiliary memory (data domain in their terminology) was used to keep track of Kleene closure and length 
restrictions. However, XFA requires to manually generating EIDD (Efficient Implementable Data 
Domain) for each regex which could be very time-consuming and error prone if the operators are not 
experienced. 
Besides these, Alphabet reduction is a basic technique for mapping the set of symbols found in an 
alphabet to a smaller set by grouping characters that label the same transitions everywhere in the 
automaton[5][9]. 
Majumder designed a high performance regular expression matching system that employs DFA state 
caching [12]. In [12], high frequency and densely connected DFA portions was extracted and stored in a 
static cache for accelerating the matching speed of DFA. 
3. Predict DFA 
Our approach is not designed for compress the space of DFA but for accelerating it. A predict DFA is 
orthogonal to other methods such as D2FA, hybrid FA and states caching. 
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3.1.·Motivating example 
We introduce our approach using an example. Figure 1(a) shows part of a standard DFA defined on 
alphabet ASCII that recognizes the rlogin and RTSP protocol from Linux layer 7 filter [13], p1=^[a-z][a-
z0-9][a-z0-9]+/[1-9][0-9]?[0-9]?[0-9]?00, p2=rtsp/1.0 200 ok. In this DFA, state 0 is the initial state.  
 
Fig.1 (a) Part of  DFA which recognize the expressions ^[a-z][a-z0-9][a-z0-9]+/[1-9][0-9]?[0-9]?[0-9]?00,  
rtsp/1.0 200 ok; (b) Predict DFA table for Fig.1(a) 
It shows that transitions from a state to its next states are not evenly distributed in figure 1(a). 
Assuming characters are evenly distributed in packets payload, when current state is 0, next state will be 
state 2 with much smaller possibility (1/256) contrasting to state 3 with possibility of 230/256. So we can 
predict that state 0’s next state will be state 3, and the next two state of 0 will be state 3 with possibility of 
0.89(230/256*255/256).  
Figure 1(b) shows the 2-step predict table of the above DFA. All the tables are all implemented on 
hardware (FPGA or ASIC). When processing the ith character in Str, the i+1th and i+2th character are 
read in parallel at the same time. Consider the operation on the input string AB@#. Str[0]=A makes the 
initial state 0 go to state 3. At the same time, the 1-step predict table gives state 3 for predication on state 
0, Str[1]=B makes state 3 go to itself. The 2-step predict table also gives state 3 on state 0, state 3 still 
goes to itself on Str[2]=@. In this situation, both of the predict table give correct prediction, so the 
predict DFA now can jump to process Str[3]=# on state 3, and the 4 characters only cost 2 clock circles.  
Note that the predict DFA is a combination of DFA and predict table. It is obvious that the (i+1)-step 
predict table relies on the i-step one, because if the prediction of the i-step is wrong, there is no need to do 
the (i+1)-step. If the predict tables are computed properly, we could expect that most of the input packets 
can be processed much quicker than the original DFA.  
3.2. Computing the predict tables 
3.2.1. Convert DFA to Markov chain 
All the predict tables can be computed easily if characters are evenly distributed and irrelevant. We 
first compute the transition probabilities of the original DFA. The transition probability between state m 
and state n is equal to the proportion of transitions number between them to alphabet size (typically 256). 
After that, the original DFA is converted to a homogeneous Markov chain. Figure 2 shows the Markov 
chain corresponding to figure 1. 
 
Fig.2 Markov chain corresponding to Fig.1 
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It is well known that the steady state distribution of a irreducible ergodic Markov chain π can 
calculated by 
[1,1...1] 1T
Pπ π
π
=⎧⎨ =⎩
                                                                               (1) 
Where P is the transition matrix. Generally, we can estimateπ  by 
(0) lPπ π=                                                                            (2) 
Where (0) [1,0,...0]π =  is the initial distribution, l should be big enough. By orderingπ , we can pick 
the most frequently visited states into set S1 for prediction. For each picked states m in S1, the 1-step 
predict state n is decided by  
( , ) max ( , )
k S
p m n p m k
∈
=                                                                    (3) 
Where S is the states set, p(m,k) is the transition probability between state m and state k. If p(m,n)<0.5, 
state m will be removed from S1. The i-step popular set Si is initialized by Si-1 and the i-step predict state n 
for state m is decided by  
( , ) max ( , )i i
k S
p m n p m k
∈
=                                                                   (4) 
Where pi(m,k) is the i step transition probability which can be calculated by Chapman-Kolmogorov 
equation. If pi(m,k) <0.5, state m will also be remove from Si . 
3.2.2. Learning from real data streams 
In real network data streams, characters are relevant and not evenly distributed, the Markov chain 
model is not proper. So we introduce a training mechanism to compute the predict tables. The pseudo-
code of the algorithm is provided below. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
input: dfa: the original DFA, Ni (1 i n≤ ≤ ): size limit of the i-step predict table, training_data: the 
training network data stream.  
output: Ti (1 i n≤ ≤ ): i-step predict table 
use dfa to match training_data, pick the most N1 frequently visited states into S0; 
initialize round r=1; 
repeat
        clear Count, tempT; 
        1r rS S −= ; 
cur_state=initial state of dfa; 
for character c in training_data { 
         next_one_state = dfa (cur_state, c); 
 if _ rcur state S∈  and all Ti (1 i r≤ < ) predict right{ 
 next_rth_state = the next rth state from cur_state; 
 Count[cur_state->next_rth_state]++; 
} 
cur_state = next_one_state;  
} 
for rs S∈  
pick next state t where Count[s->t] is maximum for state  s, add s->t  to tempT; 
            order tempT  by the value in Count, pick the top  Nr  ones, add to Tr; 
            remove items from Sr which cannot be find in Tr; 
r=r+1; 
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until r=n 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In this algorithm, we first pick the most frequently visited states. Based these, we compute all the 
predict tables one by one recursively. The sequence of the size limit Ni (1 i n≤ ≤ ) is an important factor 
for performance.  
4. Experimental results 
To focus on regular expressions commonly used in networking applications, we select the Linux layer 
7 filter [13] which contains 70 patterns for detecting different protocols. We segregated them into 4 
groups using Yu algorithm [6] and then made the corresponding predict DFA for each group. 
In our experiments, we used the real-world TCP and UDP network packet trace obtained from the MIT 
Lincoln Laboratory [14]. This data set contains payload captured during a particular week. We used 
Monday data for training, and the rest for testing. Because of small steps ( ≤ 8) and predict table size ( ≤ 5), 
both of the Markov chain and learning algorithm gave the same results in our experiments. 
Becchi’s C++ code was used to convert regular expressions into DFAs and match the network data 
stream for simulation.  
Figure 3 shows the result for 1-step predict DFA. In figure 3(a), the original DFA which has 3719 
states is from group 1. Most time the 1-step predict table gives right prediction, so the predict DFA can 
processing 2 characters in a single clock circle. In figure 3(b), we made 4 predict DFA for the 4 DFAs, 
and tested them on Tuesday’s data set. The results show that the 1-step predict DFA can offer a 
significant performance improvement by accelerate rate factor over 1.6. 
Figure 4(a) shows the result for multi-step predict DFA. In this experiment, we made Nn= Nn-1=…= N1 
for convenience. The original DFA is from group 2 which has 3829 states and the test data set is 
Tuesday’s. When the number of the predict tables increases, the accelerate rate factor increases too, but 
there are two limitations. The first one is predicting steps. When the predicting steps increase, the right 
probability for prediction decreases, so the growth speed of the accelerate rate slows down. Figure 4(b) 
illuminates this situation. In figure 4(b), Nn= Nn-1=…= N1=5; the second limitation is resource. Too many 
predict tables are impossible to store for hardware. 
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Fig.3 (a) accelerate rate for different days on DFA from group 1; (b) accelerate rate for different DFAs on Tuesday’s 
data set 
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Fig.4 (a)  accelerate rate for multi-step DFA on Tuesday’s data set for DFA from group 2; (b) accelerate rate for 
different steps predict DFA on Tuesday’s data set for DFA from group 2 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented a predict DFA for accelerating the original DFA on hardware devices. In 
order to computing the predict tables, we proposed two methods, the Markov chain for simply situation 
and the learning algorithm for practical network. The predict DFA is orthogonal to other methods such as 
D2FA and hybrid FA, they can be used together to improve performance and space explosion. Experiment 
results shows that our predict DFA implementation is 1.6 to 2.8 orders of magnitude faster than DFA. 
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